
I don’t run often but when I do, I run for JCRENTS



My name is Freddy Offereins,
coming to you all the way from

Co Kerry, a town called
Kenmare, situated snuggly

between the Healy Raes and the
mighty Brennan Brothers, safe

to say I am At Your Service!

I’m just a girl who can be easily identified by my continuous urge to scream OH YAA or
by the oversized speaker wheeling behind me everywhere I go…

Coming from a gap year which consisted of making cocktails in Cape Town, drinking
them in Amsterdam and serving them all summer long in Kavos, I can provide a wide
experience of partying from all around the globe. 

                I can’t promise a tattoo, but I can promise a halls like never before.

A halls for halls, I promise to give the Halls residences more of a say, after all they are
the ones all of this is for. After my participation with the JCRENTS committee I saw the
importance of this highlighted. With more open forums, more Q&A’s and more of a
listening ear from your newest (and best) JCRENTS officer, halls will be more inclusive
than ever.



  Some personal growth this year
made me realise fun can be had

without alcohol and drugs, a view I
will promote using my platform.
Let's shake things up with events
that ditch the same old alcohol-

fueled parties. Picture this: BYOB
pool shindigs, Bingo Loco nights (not
too Loco), dance battles, Céilí’s and

race days. Shifting the spotlight from
solely club scenes. It's time to shake
the view that a good time isn't just
about the drinks, but the cool spot,

the tunes, and the company!

Of course, for those who do like to get
blocked and black out I am exploring more

options in Dublin such as Farrier and
Draper which provide a more exclusive

and elegant feel to Dublins night life, but
not forgetting to get down and dirty in

Dtwo or Diceys… where our student
budget is high on my agenda.

 In Secondary school, I organised teen discos
and assisted my dad with DJing events. I

planned a remarkable TY Ball, became the
student body president, and coordinated the

debs with the committee, emphasizing
teamwork making me ready to collaborate with

the team of JCR officers to provide the best
possible experiences.

During my years of hospitality experience, I
learned to prioritise safety and customer

enjoyment in nightlife, ensuring they can have
fun without concerns about their safety. Being
one of those annoying little promoters in Kavos

showed me what the people want! 

I am interested in exploring diverse cultures and
music to organise events featuring nicher music.

I aim to involve residents in choosing their
preferences and plan many more themed nights,

with props and acts. 

My experience in halls has been
amazing; I have made lifelong friends
and memories, so thank you all! I aim

to offer this experience to halls
newest menaces. Freshers week is
crucial to me for ensuring everyone

feels comfortable, safe, and included.


